
Poets in Conversation: A Zoom Poetry Series Hosted by Phyllis Klein 
 
Third Installment: 
Perie Longo and Phyllis Klein 
 
Saturday March 13, 2021 at 4PM Pacific Time RSVP to poetry@phyllispoetry.com 
 
Join these long-time friends for an hour and fifteen minutes of poetry and discussion for soothing 
our pandemic weary, weather weary times. In addition to poetry, we will entertain questions and 
comments from the audience after the reading, with the intention to connect, support, and help each 
other heal. 
 

Perie Longo, PhD, LMFT, Santa Barbara Poet Laureate (2007-
09) has published four books of poetry which include With 
Nothing behind but Sky (2006) and Baggage Claim (2014). 
Individual poems appear in numerous literary journals and 
anthologies including Connecticut Review, International Poetry 
Review, Miramar, Nimrod, Paterson Literary Review, Poet Lore, Prairie 
Schooner, Rattle, Solo, South Carolina Review and Wisconsin Review. 
She has been on the staff of the Santa Barbara Writers 
Conference since 1984, taught poetry through California-
Poets-in-the-Schools for thirty years and teaches poetry 
privately. As a registered poetry therapist, she facilitates poetry 
for healing groups at Hospice of Santa Barbara and Sanctuary 
Centers. In 2005 she was invited to Kuwait University to speak 
about “Poetry as a Way to Peace” and is on the Board of the 
Nuclear Age Peace Foundation.  
 

 
 
Phyllis Klein’s work as a psychotherapist specializing in trauma 
and a Certified Poetry Therapist has informed her poetry. She 
weaves her own traumas into her poems as well. Her book, The 
Full Moon Herald is a poetic newspaper filled with real world 
news and personal news. She’s been widely published in 
journals and anthologies, won finalist prizes, and received 
several Pushcart nominations. She sees writing as a dialogue 
between author and reader, an intimate relationship-building 
process that fosters healing on many levels. Writing about the 
news is her way of taking action to counter feelings of 
overwhelm and loss. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


